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In November 2018, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced the formation of an
“Oversight Board” for the platform, the purported goal of which is “safeguarding free
speech and protecting people’s safety” on the platform (Facebook, 2019, p. 4). The
move was heralded by some as a promising first step to correct Facebook’s historically
laissez-faire approach to violent, abusive and otherwise objectionable content; others
have argued that Facebook’s move to establish the board raises more questions than it
answers about how the company envisions and wields its governance role (Douek &
Klonick, 2019).
Whatever shape the oversight board ultimately takes, its very creation illustrates the
mounting pressure on large technology platforms to grapple with their outsize influence
over the contemporary public sphere. Platforms are mired in high-profile controversies –
– concerning misinformation, disinformation and “fake news”; harassment and violent
threats; algorithmic profiling and discrimination; the decimation of the business model
for traditional news sources, and many other issues – that have opened up vital
conversations about the governance of these spaces. What role, if any, does a
company like Facebook have in supporting a healthy public sphere that facilitates
democratic self-governance (see, e.g., Myers-West 2017, Ananny 2018)? How might
platforms reconcile their private interests with the public good? And though what kinds
of techno-organizational infrastructures and shared value systems might this
reconciliation be accomplished?
While versions of these questions have long been fundamental to democracies with
heavily marketized media systems, existing scholarship typically focuses on the ways in
which large technology platforms play an unprecedented role in the public sphere. This
emphasis is not entirely misplaced: these companies do indeed possess unique
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features that may necessitate novel governance frameworks, such as their sheer size
and scale, as well as their reliance on automated moderation and ranking to sort usergenerated content (see, e.g., Gorwa, Binns and Katzenbach 2020).
Yet as we consider what appropriate platform governance might look like, our article
argues that there is also value in considering the ways in which platforms like Facebook
are similar to previous generations of information intermediaries. Their distinctive
features notwithstanding, digital platforms are hardly the first institutions to produce,
curate, and organize information and knowledge. The premise of our paper is that there
are lessons to be learned from the way in which platforms’ predecessors have made (or
failed to make) curatorial, organizational, and governance decisions. Specifically, we
use a comparative case study approach to examine three institutions that have
historically inhabited a structural position in the public information landscape that is
similar to large technology platforms: libraries (Hoffman 2016), bookstores (Miller 2008),
and supermarket magazine racks. Each of these three cases has contended with
variations of the questions that technology platforms are now struggling to address;
exploring how they have imagined and performed their role as information
intermediaries promises to spur new thinking on key issues of platform governance.
The study maps several considerations each of these intermediaries have faced in
order to develop a typology of approaches to information curation and moderation. For
example, when controversial cases of information management arise, are processes for
adjudicating conflicting interests formal or improvised? With their strictly for-profit
orientation, supermarkets have traditionally taken an ad hoc approach similar to that of
tech platforms, removing materials from magazine racks only in response to an extreme
public outcry, as when they temporarily stopped selling celebrity tabloids following
Princess Diana’s death (See Cunningham, 1997; Noah, Devlin, & Solomon, 1997).
Libraries, however, emulate an entirely different model: systematized book challenge
processes, which attempt to address public concerns about materials (Slocum, 2018),
and regular “weeding” (or culling) of their collections to better serve the public (Vnuk
2015). Bookstores fall somewhere in between, as they attempt to balance their profit
motive with their curatorial role (Miller 2008).
In developing this typology, our article does not seek to dictate a roadmap for platforms.
Yet considering the ways that platforms’ constraints and challenges overlap with those
of other longstanding information intermediaries allows us to identify common problems
and possible solutions for platforms moving forward. By examining a variety of oftoverlooked approaches to information curation and outlining their respective benefits
and drawbacks, we hope to contribute a historical and conceptual perspective to
scholarly and industry conversations about platform governance.
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